focus: decoding problem for natural language tasks
Combined parsing and part-of-speech tagging 
Constituency parsing notation:
• Y is set of constituency parses for input • y ∈ Y is a valid parse • f (y ) scores a parse tree goal:
arg max • Z is set of tag sequences for input
• z ∈ Z is a valid tag sequence
• g (z) scores of a tag sequence goal: arg max z∈Z g (z)
example: an HMM for part-of speech tagging such that for all i = 1 . . . n, t ∈ T , y (i, t) = z(i, t)
i.e. find the best parse and tagging pair that agree on tag labels equivalent formulation:
arg max
where l : Y → Z extracts the tag sequence from a parse tree
Dynamic programming intersection
can solve by solving the product of the two models example:
• parsing model is a context-free grammar
• tagging model is a first-order HMM 
generally benign since u can be incorporated into the structure of f example: CFG with rule scoring function h
Tagging assumption
we make a similar assumption for the set Z assumption: optimization with u can be solved efficiently arg max
example: HMM with scores for transitions T and observations O
Algorithm step-by-step [Animation] Main theorem theorem: if at any iteration, for all i, t ∈ T 
Lagrangian:
Lagrangian dual
Lagrangian dual:
• y * , z * is the optimal combined parsing and tagging solution with y * (i, t) = z * (i, t) for all i, t theorem: for any value of u
L(u) provides an upper bound on the score of the optimal solution note: upper bound may be useful as input to branch and bound or A* search Theorem 1. Upper bound (proof)
proof:
= max
Formal algorithm (reminder)
Theorem 2. Convergence notation:
we have lim
i.e. the algorithm converges to the tightest possible upper bound proof: by subgradient convergence (next section)
Dual solutions
define:
• for any value of u y u = arg max
• y u and z u are the dual solutions for a given u Theorem 3. Optimality theorem: if there exists u such that
i.e. if the dual solutions agree, we have an optimal solution (y u , z u )
Theorem 3. Optimality (proof)
proof: by the definitions of y u and z u
but y * and z * are optimal
Dual optimization
handle non-differentiability by using subgradient descent
recall, y u and z u are the argmax's of the two terms subgradient:
subgradient descent: move along the subgradient
guaranteed to find a minimum with conditions given earlier for α
More examples
aim: demonstrate similar algorithms that can be applied to other decoding applications
• context-free parsing combined with dependency parsing
• corpus-level part-of-speech tagging
• combined translation alignment
Combined constituency and dependency parsing setup: assume separate models trained for constituency and dependency parsing problem: find constituency parse that maximizes the sum of the two models example:
• combine lexicalized CFG with second-order dependency parser
Lexicalized constituency parsing notation:
• Y is set of lexicalized constituency parses for input • y ∈ Y is a valid parse • f (y ) scores a parse tree goal:
arg max • Z is set of dependency parses for input
• z ∈ Z is a valid dependency parse
• g (z) scores a dependency parse example: 
such that for all i = 1 . . . n, j = 0 . . . n,
Algorithm step-by-step
Corpus-level tagging setup: given a corpus of sentences and a trained sentence-level tagging model problem: find best tagging for each sentence, while at the same time enforcing inter-sentence soft constraints example:
• test-time decoding with a trigram tagger • Z is set of possible assignments of tags to word types • z ∈ Z is a valid tag assignment • g (z) is a scoring function for assignments to word types (e.g. a hard constraint -all word types only have one tag)
example: an MRF model that encourages words of the same type to choose the same tag
Identifying word tags 
such that for all s = 1 . . . m, i = 1 . . . n, t ∈ T ,
Algorithm step-by-step [Animation] Combined alignment (DeNero and Macherey, 2011) setup: assume separate models trained for English-to-French and French-to-English alignment problem: find an alignment that maximizes the score of both models with soft agreement example:
• HMM models for both directional alignments (assume correct alignment is one-to-one for simplicity)
English-to-French alignment define:
• Y is set of all possible English-to-French alignments
• y ∈ Y is a valid alignment
• f (y ) scores of the alignment example: HMM alignment French-to-English alignment define:
• Z is set of all possible French-to-English alignments
• z ∈ Z is a valid alignment Identifying word alignments notation: identify the tag labels selected by each model
• y (i, j) = 1 when e-to-f alignment y selects French word i to align with English word j • z(i, j) = 1 when f-to-e alignment z selects French word i to align with English word j example: two HMM alignment models with y (6, 5) = 1 and z(6, 5) = 1 
such that for all i = 1 . . . n, j = 1 . . . n,
Algorithm step-by-step [Animation] 4. Practical issues aim: overview of practical dual decomposition techniques
• tracking the progress of the algorithm
• extracting solutions if algorithm does not converge
• lazy update of dual solutions
Tracking progress
at each stage of the algorithm there are several useful values track:
useful signals:
) is the dual change (may be positive) u (k) ) is the best dual value (tightest upper bound) 
is the iteration with the best primal score guarantee: the solution y k is non-optimal by at most
there are other methods to estimate solutions, for instance by averaging solutions (see Nedić and Ozdaglar (2009)) Lazy decoding idea: don't recompute y (k) or z (k) from scratch each iteration lazy decoding: if subgradient u (k) is sparse, then y (k) may be very easy to compute from y (k−1) use:
• very helpful if y or z factors naturally into several parts
• decompositions with this property are very fast in practice example:
• in corpus-level tagging, only need to recompute sentences with a word type that received an update 5. Linear programming aim: explore the connections between dual decomposition and linear programming
• basic optimization over the simplex
• formal properties of linear programming
• full example with fractional optimal solutions
• tightening linear program relaxations such that for all i, t
Strong duality define:
• α * , β * is the optimal assignment to α, β in the linear program
proof: by linear programming duality
Dual relationship
theorem: for any value of u,
note: solving the original Lagrangian dual also solves dual of the linear program Primal relationship define:
• Q ⊆ ∆ y × ∆ z corresponds to feasible solutions of the original problem Q = {(δ y (y ), δ z (z)): y ∈ Y, z ∈ Z, y (i, t) = z(i, t) for all (i, t)}
• Q ⊆ ∆ y × ∆ z is the set of feasible solutions to the LP Q = {(α, β): α ∈ ∆ Y , β ∈ ∆ Z , y α y y (i, t) = z β z z(i, t) for all (i, t)} 
z z(i, t) α (2) and β (2) satisfy agreement constraint, but not integral
